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The Lowdown on Boz
By Sharon Miller

Valerie took the call on the Hotline that a
small brushtail possum was found clinging
to his dead mother at “Byron at Byron”.
The mother had died 2 or 3 days earlier,
and the baby was dehydrated and
starving. The little guy was taken in
overnight by a WIRES carer, and then
boomeranged back to us, or more
specifically me, via Heather’s transport.
His tummy was upset by stress, new food,
and a load of bacteria, courtesy of mum.
He weighed 250g, and he was a bit smelly.
It had come up in conversation that
Charles Dickens’ nickname was Boz, and
with no connection apparent, I decided to
name him that.
It was tricky getting him to eat over the
first few days and he wouldn’t poo.
Rebecca at Keen St diagnosed him with a
bacterial infection and provided me with
the means to inject him with antibiotics
for the next 4 days. Neither of us liked
that.
Boz had really picked up by day 3 but on
day 5 he was flat again. I had made
arrangements with Valerie to look after
him for Easter as I was going to the Blues
Festival for 5 days. My excitement was
tempered by my guilt at leaving an unwell
Boz.
Wonderful Valerie took him back to the
vet, who prescribed more antibiotics, and
then out to Cheryl for some expert care
while I was off gallivanting!
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On Tuesday my first day back at work, I realised that the retina in my
left eye was detaching. I only knew this because the same thing
happened in my right eye a year ago. Just lucky, huh? This meant Boz,
who also now had thrush, had to stay with Aunty Cheryl who had yet
another mouth to feed and time to spend on, of which she has too
many and not enough respectively, until I was able to take Boz back a
week later ‐ and then the indomitable Cheryl delivered him to my door
because I can’t drive as yet!
Boz settled back in and is weeing and pooing and putting on weight
very satisfactorily. He is a delightful little fellow ‐ very sweet tempered
and trusting ‐ and he now weighs over 500g.
Wonderful wild Wiggie, who featured in the previous newsletter, was
moved to Chedwa’s place for release last week. Success! Let’s hope the
brave, battling Boz has the same happy future, and lives up to the great
expectations that I have for him.

Sharon
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members
NRWC would like to welcome these new
members into the fold and hope that you
enjoy your time with us and the animals.

Jessica Atkinson, David Attard, Wendy Buss,
Priya Cooper, Alice Forrest, Annabel Fraser,
Doug Grace, Stefano Lo Buono,
Marjie Martinius, Vanessa Morgan, Cecilia Morillo,
Constance Pribac, Amanda Randell, Gaia Surrusca,
Pablo Watson, Caitlin Weatherstone and
Dylan Wheeler.

Wildlife News is the bi‐monthly
newsletter of the Northern Rivers Wildlife
Carers Inc. Licensed by the Office of
Environment and Heritage to rescue,
rehabilitate and release native fauna.
Licence No MWL000100243 Fundraising
Authority CFN 14907
PO Box 6439 South Lismore NSW 2480
ABN 28 209 143 641
All submissions are welcome. Deadline for
editions is the 15th of the month
preceding publication.
Email: nrwc@iinet.net.au
Views expressed in this newsletter are not
necessarily those of NRWC Inc.
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Training Report
TRAINING

Article and pictures by: Rowan Wigmore.

Sunday April 17th was the day of our Basic Training held again at Southern Cross University. A great attendance of new
members, some that had recently joined and others that had joined earlier and were eagerly awaiting the training day.
The event was the culmination of a lot of behind‐the‐scenes planning to get a wide cross section of interested
members. Our The Channon market day, community service announcements on nearly all of the local community
stations, publicity pieces in many community newspapers and the Northern Star and the informational flyers placed
on community notice boards throughout the region well publicised the event in advance. I was pleased that we had
new members from far afield as Nimbin, Goonengerry, Georgica and Bungawalbyn.
On the day, Cheryl, Jenny, Sandy and I set up the facilities at the uni and as always there was a fabulous spread put on
for morning tea with Cheryl’s famous cakes. Chrisy was the presenter and did a great job covering everything from the
legal requirements, caring and rescue, the organisation and expectations while peppering the presentation with
humour and real‐life stories.
I had intended to interview some of the new members for this column but time slipped away as I fielded many
questions about reptiles. (If you would like to tell your story about your interest in wildlife, get in touch. I will put it in
a future edition.) I hope to see some of the new members at reptile training later in the year.
To our new members welcome to the group. As Chrisy said we are coming into the quieter period of the year so stay
keen. The busy bird and reptile season is not that far away!
Thanks to all for coming and to all of the people that helped make it happen. A reminder, we are still seeking a person
with good organisational and administrative skills to oversee the training. If that is you, please contact a committee
member.

Rowan
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Another Stuck Python
Story and pictures by: Rowan Wigmore

What is it with pythons that keep getting themselves into
tight predicaments and cannot get out? After my
experiences with “Dwayne” who was stuck in a
downpipe, this fellow was an easy release.
I received a call from the Hotline and when I spoke with
the member‐of‐public (MoP) she said that it was caught
in a pet‐carrier and had consumed a baby chook. When I
first saw the pet‐carrier I could not believe that such a
large snake had managed to get so far through such a
small hole about 2.5cm diameter!
Out with the trusty wire‐cutters that saved Dwayne and I
had soon made the hole large enough for it to pass
through. More unbelievable was that there was no major
skin damage apart from some slightly abraded scales.
Fortunately Snaky kept its meal down during the ordeal.
The MoP and her children had recently moved to the
farm from Sydney and the amount and type of wildlife
she had encountered was clearly a challenge for her but
a source of fascination for her children. I spent quite a bit
of time discussing wildlife and snakes in particular with
her and allayed her fears to some degree. The children
however were very interested in the python and came
with me to see it released further away from the house.
When I left, what had been seen as a horrible animal that
had killed their baby chooks was now better understood
and accepted as a valuable and unthreatening creature
with whom they now happily share the farm. It’s hard to
know what the greater satisfaction for me was; freeing
the snake or changing people’s attitudes by education.

Rowan
New member Solé sent in this great picture of a
land mullet that lives under her house.
These generally very shy creatures are difficult
to photograph yet Solé was able to capture this
very healthy lizard in a great pose.
Land mullets only occur here and in southeast
Queensland. The young stay with the parents
and have been observed to be taught by the
parents what food is safe to eat. Amazing!
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Raptor Report
Article and picture by: Wendy Lawrence

In mid‐March a juvenile female Grey Goshawk was taken
to keen Street vet clinic by a man living not far away in
Lismore. He said the raptor had flown into a window,
was knocked out and fell to the ground. Then it was
attacked by his cats.
Vet Richard Creed checked the bird and said “She was
extremely close to death, very weak and in shock”. No
injuries could be found so he took an x‐ray just to make
sure. She looked in a shocking condition but he decided
to give her a go. A catheter was put into her jugular vein
which he said was not an easy thing at all to do and then
started her on a drip, antibiotics and pain relief. After
two days she was looking much better but still unable to
stand. She seemed paralysed.
I collected her and for the next two days crop‐tubed her
with cat food. The following morning she was
attempting to stand and about four hours later she was
standing and moving perfectly alright.
It was

astonishing! It was such a fantastic sight to see her up
and about. A few hours later I put a black day old chick
and mouse in with her. Both were eaten almost
immediately.
The following morning I put her in a larger aviary where
she could fly a short distance. She did this perfectly and
later ate a six week old chick. The next move was to an
even larger aviary where I could really watch her fly and
perch and check everything was okay. Then I took her
back to Lismore for release.
I was delighted that Richard and vet nurse Kate, wanted
to see the release. And Gidget (named that by the vet
clinic) did not let us down. She flew superbly towards
some trees and perched superbly as well on a relatively
thin branch. An extremely rewarding release and my
huge thanks to everyone involved.

Wendy
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Collared Sparrowhawk Update
Article and picture by: Wendy Lawrence

I released the collared sparrowhawk
in mid‐February and two months
later she is still around.
Right from the time of her release
she has appeared a fast learner.
Despite making her noisy presence
known to every bird in the area
straightaway, we have never seen
her attacked by any of them.
Whilst mowing the paddock a few
weeks’ ago, John stopped to watch
her chasing a noisy miner.
She didn’t catch it but is certainly on
the right track. I haven’t put food out
for her for five weeks now.
We do not see or hear her every day,
just a few times a week at the
moment but I’m sure it will get less
and less.

Bat Feeding
By: Wendy Attrill

Our second bat release was the 16 April with another 20
gorgeous batty babies out in the wild. We’ve had to have
a third intake due to late babies. I say late as it used to be
the normal birthing times of October to January, but now
babies are still being born as late as April. Therefore, we
will continue feeding ones in the aviary and support
feeding the released for another few months.
Our small, dedicated group of bat feeders are doing a
wonderful job of keeping the tummies of the batties
satisfied each night, but more help by other members
would be much appreciated!
Most of our feeders do the feeding by themselves, which
is a lot of work with 14 kg of fruit to be cut up, cleaning
up of equipment, washing dishes, raking the aviary, and
checking on the cute residents inside the aviary.

Let me know if you help to share the workload, you get to
meet the wonderful bats and other dedicated NRWC
members. You don’t need to be vaccinated against
lyssavirus to assist, as a vaccinated carer will go in the
aviary.
Please contact me for more details, it would be great to
have more people involved!
info@wildlifecarers.com

Wendy
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Wendy

By: Rowan Wigmore

Winter is on the way but the temperatures at the
moment aren’t giving us a hint of cool weather yet! For
those that use wood for heating, now is the time to
consider your acquisition of winter wood.

2. Ask your wood merchant whether they can supply a
sustainable mixed load of hardwoods (eg. more than one
type). This will help to reduce the pressure on woodland
species that aren’t regenerating.

Firewood harvesting has an effect on our native
woodlands, and a variety of threatened species. Dead
standing and fallen timber provides crucial habitat for
numerous species of animals and birds. CSIRO studies
found that the removal of this wood for firewood is
contributing to a significant loss of wildlife, particularly in
the woodlands of south‐eastern Australia. Not only does
standing and fallen dead wood provide important habitat
for animals and birds, it also plays an essential role in
maintaining forest and woodland nutrient cycles.
Scientists from CSIRO believe that dead wood is at least
as important as living trees, fallen leaves and soil for the
maintenance of ecological processes sustaining
biodiversity.

3. Use plantation timber instead of native forest or
woodland timber. This will help conserve declining
forests and woodlands.

Evidence suggests that at least 20 bird species are
threatened by firewood collection and other species are
affected by the removal of dead wood, including
mammals, reptiles, invertebrates and amphibians.
Here are some things that you can do when collecting
wood:

And finally check your heater flue for animals that may
have entered before lighting your fire for the first time.
Flues can have animal‐proof wire around them without
affecting the heater’s operation. Make sure that you
check every log before placing it in the heater for small
animals. Some tiny mammals freeze motionless when
encountering danger and may be difficult to see.

1. Leave some dead wood behind. Standing or fallen, it
provides habitat for birds and animals. Don’t deprive
them of a home.

Rowan

4. If you own a property ‐ try to plant as much as you
take. That way you will create your own renewable
source of wood.
5. Recycle ‐ use old fence posts and off‐cuts. If you live
in an urban area, keep an eye out for trees that have been
cut down by your council or neighbours and seek their
agreement to take it. Once seasoned this is an excellent
source of cheap wood. Do not use treated timbers as
these contain toxins.

Freezer Wanted

Our Raptor carer Joe Azad is seeking a freezer to hold
the large amount of food his raptors in care consume
and is wondering if you know of an old or unused
freezer that he could have?
Please contact him on: 6687 1081.
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Winter Wood

RESCUES and CARE

Hooked Turtle
Article and pictures by: Rowan Wigmore

This lucky turtle was found by a caring member of the
public “Peter” at Waterlilly Park Ocean Shores in late
February. He saw the turtle with a piece of fishing‐line
sticking out of its mouth and was able to capture it.
Unfortunately we had no carers available in the area and
he volunteered to take it to a nearby carer or transport it
to Currumbin Wildlife Hospital after work the next day.
So nice to know that there are such caring people out
there like “Peter”.
Caroline at Brunswick Heads was the nearest available
carer and she looked after the turtle overnight.
Next day she handed the turtle to me as I was travelling
to Currumbin Wildlife Hospital with some other animals.
The turtle is still in care after having surgery that day to
remove a hook and line embedded in its throat. No doubt
relieved of some terrible pain and able to eat once again.
If you see line or hooks near waterways please collect
them and dispose of properly. The majority of fishers do
the right thing, but those that don’t cause dreadful
injuries to water life.

Rowan
Pictured: Caroline handing the turtle over.

FOR SALE

WANTED

POSITIONS VACANT

Thermometers. LCD with probe and
2 x LR44 batteries included. Essential
for reptile and other wildlife care.
Similar ones in pet shops sell at $17!
These are a bargain at just $4.00
available from Nat’s food supplies in
Lismore. Ph 66281866

Hotline Operators. Urgently needed
reliable people that can spare a
couple of hours or more to staff the
Hotline. Offer advice to the public
and coordinate rescuers is all it
takes. All shifts are available.
Contact Jenny 66281866

Training Officer. A vacancy exists on
the Committee for a dedicated and
well‐organised person to join our
team.
The
training
officer
coordinates information for training
days with members and the public,
organises email advices, collates and
manages
attendances
and
coordinates support people for
training days. No delivery or public
speaking required. If this sounds like
something that you would like to
help with contact Jenny 66281866.
Job sharing an option.

Rescue Baskets. Plastic ventilated
baskets suitable for wildlife
transport. Easy to clean, strong and
in the new season’s colours. Sandy:
66281866
F10 Disinfectant. Essential for
preventing spread of diseases by
contaminated enclosures or baskets.
500mL $3 or 1 litre $4. Available
from Nat’s food supplies in Lismore.
Ph 66281866

Old Freezer. Needed by raptor carer
for food storage.
Contact Joe 66281866
Volunteers. Needed for a few hours
at the Lismore Car Boot Market.
NRWC is charity of the day and we
need bucket holders, stall staffers
and someone to coordinate the lot.
Contact Jenny 66281866.
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By: Jenny Staples.

Our last committee meeting was held in March at the Lismore Workers Club with a few members absent including me
so thanks to Chrisy, who stepped into the chairperson’s seat to conduct the meeting. Apart from the usual reports, the
members talked about the organisation of upcoming Basic Training day.

NEWS and INFORMATION

Committee Report

Another important topic was the formulation of our new Safety Management Manual. Sandy Norris has been busy
organising a draft copy which is very comprehensive and covers many areas of our work where safety is an issue. The
document is based on the guidelines provided by the ‘In Safe Hands Toolbox’ published by Conservation Volunteer
Australia. Wildcare Australia also provided a safety management template which has made the task of developing the
document much easier. The manual covers many relevant topics such as responsibilities, safe work systems, protective
clothing, hazard identification and emergency response planning to name just a few. In our basic rescue training some
of these are discussed and the importance of the safety of rescuers is always emphasised. Although a lot of the
information is common sense it is good to review this occasionally. Anyone interested in reading the manual when it is
completed can contact the committee members. We will also be requiring a Safety Officer so if anyone is interested in
this role please let us know.
Our Reptile co‐ordinator Rowan, has also formulated a Reptile and Amphibian policy and organised that members
transporting animals to Currumbin Wildlife Hospital receive windscreen signs and protocol sheet. Please contact him
if you haven’t received these.
Our group has purchased a market tent to keep workers cool and in the shade at various PR activities which is in
keeping with our policy to protect our members from heat and sun.
With the cooler months coming up, NRWC will be trying to raise funds to cover the costs of running our organisation.
We are always keen to hear other members’ suggestions for fund raising and see people get involved with activities
other than caring for the animals. If you have any ideas or would like to become more involved in the organisational
tasks please email or phone us anytime.

Wildlife Quiz
By: Paul Cheeseman and Rowan Wigmore

(Questions 1 to 4 are based on Tim Low’s book – Where Song Began.)
1. Which local member of the pigeon family has more bright colours in its plumage than all of the pigeons of North
and South America combined?
2. What are the three key seed couriers in Australia today judged by their value to plants?
3. The first bird call to be broadcast on radio belonged to which bird?
4. What is BMAD?
5. What do Physicist Echidnas like to study?
6. Which animal in the world has the largest eyes?
7. How meny tentacles does a snail have?
8. What was the first animal in space?
9. Which animals were the first to fly in a hot‐air balloon?
10. It is well known that Australia has more sheep than people but which city in the world is thought to have more
dogs than people?
(Answers on page 12)
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Jenny

NEWS and INFORMATION

The Channon Market Stall
Article and pictures by: Rowan Wigmore

In the lead up to our April basic training Session I took the
position of publicity officer. We needed to recruit a lot of
new members as our numbers were dwindling a little and
it was obvious that a few were doing the majority of work
within the organisation.
Technology has played a part in determining what
publicity tools work and things that did in the past are no
longer as good as they one were. With this in mind we
decided that a face‐to‐face information stall might be
worth a try, particularly where our numbers are under‐
represented such as to the west of Lismore.
The Channon Craft Market Manager, Robyn Kelly, kindly
offered us a charity stall on the 13th of March and the
wheels were set in motion to get it happening.
We have in the past borrowed a market tent for these
events but it was no longer available. After some
searching to locate a suitable one, the Committee agreed
to purchase one for $114 as it could have other uses such
as a triage tent for heat events. The tent duly arrived and
I had anticipated that we could get local artists to
decorate it but time was against us. (If you know an artist
or artists that would like to showcase their work on our
tent, please get in touch.)

So on the day, after an extremely early start, we had our
stall set up on a damp and foggy morning. As the day
progressed the weather became more inclement and by
lunchtime it was pouring down incessantly.
Unfortunately the weather kept a lot of customers away
and the regular stall‐holders were saying what a poor
turnout it was.
Nevertheless we engaged with many members of the
public and it was surprising how many of them had not
heard about us. We gave away hundreds of postcard‐
fridge‐magnets and business cards, and managed to get
five expressions of interest for the training day.
Our ever‐helpful members; Valerie, Hayden, Rolf and
Sandra did an outstanding job and special thanks to
Valerie for not only providing props and equipment but
for staying for the whole day.

Rowan
Pictured: Valerie and friend.
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Happenings
By: Jenny Staples

There has been a decline in the number of calls over the last few weeks which is good for our group. There have been
some interesting calls and rescues lately. A few snake calls have come in, mostly from people sighting them outside at
night or sunning themselves. The callers ask if we could relocate the snake but are told ‘no’ as snake catchers generally
do not relocate snakes that are outside and left alone the snake would probably disappear during the night.
Other calls include the usual birds hit by cars. Tawny Frogmouths seem to have this happen to them as they fly into get
their dinner at the side of the road at night.
We have also had a few calls about frogs, one I took concerned a tree frog that wanted to live in a laundry pipe and
was affected by the chemicals. He seemed fairly active and so it was decided to cover the pipe with wire to stop him
entering and then wait and see how he went. There are still a few juvenile birds and possums calls but luckily not nearly
as many as before.
I was away for all of March so am grateful to the enthusiastic hotliners who are able to cover most of the time slots on
the hotline roster. We still need more people who can help to cover some of the vacant periods on a permanent or
casual basis so are looking for anyone who could spare a few hours a week to help out particularly on Saturdays. As a
few of our hotliners will be away, more people would help to ease the strain on the others.
It would be great if anyone could just do a little time, maybe two hours even if it is only for a few weeks. Someone will
be available to help you along the way. Training can be arranged and a computer is not a necessity as we can input data
for you. Please let us know if you have a little spare time as it would be great to have you on board. All you need is time
at your home as we simply redirect the number to your home phone or mobile. Now is a good time to start while calls
are quiet.
At the last committee meeting it was decided to review our Safety Management manual. It is now in draft form and as
I was reading through it lately found some safety matters interesting. I have included just a few of the important safety
matters that we should all be aware of when heading off for rescues.
It is important when attending a rescue or other wildlife activity, such as bat feeding to wear appropriate clothing and
other protection if needed such as gloves.
Be aware of hazards and report any potential safety problems to one of the committee members or co‐ordinators.
Report any accidents or illness following an encounter with wildlife. These include snake bites, spider bites, infection
or injury. Our group is covered by insurance so if you are injured it is important that we know about it as soon as
possible.
Have a first aid kit in your car and hand sanitiser after handling animals. It is also good to check if you have a fully
charged mobile phone in case of emergencies or for reporting back to home or the hotline.
With winter approaching, the birds seem to be more settled and less active. Our local kookaburras are still calling at
daylight though and seem to enjoy a good joke while we are trying to sleep. Baby magpies are learning to feed
themselves which must be a welcome break from the persistent calling with which the poor parents have to deal.

Jenny
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By: Rowan Wigmore

One interesting thing that came out of our market at The
Channon was that I was able to speak with a gentleman
from Rainforest Connections, a group that actively seeks
funding to help worthy causes. He was at the market with
a team of professional fundraisers that sign people up for
a regular donation to assist a worthy cause. On the day it
was the “Save the orang‐utan project” – a very worthy
cause. I learnt a lot from him about crowd‐funding for
projects and how to use an unfortunate event like a
heatwave, to raise funds for animal projects. – Something
we will keep in mind if ever an animal catastrophe
occurred here. (Wildlife Victoria bushfire appeal
generated $3 million!)
I also learned that of the monies donated by people to
charitable causes, 97% goes to human‐related ones such
as cures for cancer, and of the remaining 3% everything
else competes for a slice of the pie. That includes
animals, the environment, energy efficiencies,
sanctuaries and wildlife.

have an additional $4745.00 per year which would be
enough for us to complete animal care projects such as
aviary updates, providing carers with equipment and
supplementing the cost of feeding animals. 10c a day is
$3.00 per month approximately, less than the price of
one coffee a month! So how about it?
Regular donations may be setup through our secure
“Givenow” website and donations $2 and more are tax
deductible. Of course not everyone will donate so if you
can afford more it will be gratefully accepted.
For all of us who care about wildlife why not leave a
bequest in our wills? An up‐to‐date will is essential for
everyone so when next updating why not leave a gift to
help wildlife? More details are on our website.
In anticipation of all that you do for wildlife, the animals
thank you!

We have a membership at the moment of around 130
people. If all of us gave just 10c a day the group would

Rowan

Donations
Donations may be made at any time through the secure
“Givenow’ Website. $2 and more are tax deductible!
http://www.givenow.com.au/northernriverswildlifecarers

Quiz Answers
1. The Rose Crowned Fruit Dove.
2. Cassowaries and pigeons with flying‐foxes coming third.
3. The Lyrebird
4. Bell Miner Associated Dieback – “trees that Bell Miners live among usually sicken and die, because instead of
removing harmful insects the Miners guard them from other birds … said to farm their food they do so
unsustainably: the high numbers of psyllids cause the trees to die.”
5. Anty‐matter!
6. The giant squid has the biggest eyes of any animal: its eyes measure 40 cm (16 in) in diameter.
7. A snail has two pairs of tentacles on its head. One pair is longer than the other and houses the eyes. The shorter
pair is used for smelling and feeling its way around.
8. A dog was the first in space.
9. A sheep, a duck and a rooster the first to fly in a hot air balloon.
10. Paris is said to have more dogs than people.
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Is 70c a week too much?

RESCUES and CARE

Tales of Two Bandicoots
By Jenny Staples

This week I have had two bandicoots come into care. I’m
wondering when the third one will arrive on the scene!

Next day another bandicoot was taken to the vets and
Bec at Keen St. rang to see if someone could collect him.

Thursday night there was a call to the hotline from a man
in Dunoon. He had been walking along the road and
found a dead female long nose bandicoot. When he gave
it a little prod he noticed a movement in the belly. There
was a baby in the pouch so he rang the carers and picked
up the mother taking it to soccer training with his
children.

This one had taken a dip in a swimming pool at Tullera
and been fished out. He had taken in a bit of water and
was looking very docile. He was treated with antibiotics
and put on heat and oxygen. He was a large 2kg adult.

I was called to retrieve the little fellow. After taking it
home I found a tiny male bandi only 16gms in weight. He
was still attached to the teat so I carefully cut the teat and
wrapped him up. After warming him up he drank a little
water and later some formula which he liked.
Unfortunately the following morning he was deceased
probably due to being such a small pinkie.

At home I placed him into a crate with a heat pad and left
him to recover. That night I put in a small dish of food
including meat and insectivore, banana and grapes. All
was gone by the morning so things looked hopeful.
Next night I could hear him jumping around in his so if all
goes to plan he will be back home in the wilds soon.

Jenny
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Ed

by rowan wigmore

Climate Change.
You don’t have to go far to see the effects of climate change locally. Last month’s rainfall was a bit over half of the
previous years and this month is shaping up to be the driest April here on record. In my backyard I have yellow-faced
whip snake hatchlings!

Another Extinction.
Last weekend the southern species of the black-throated finch was declared extinct. (A different species of the bird is
still seen in Queensland.) Birds that are reliant on grasses, like the black-throated finch, find it hard to compete with
mining and agriculture. The southern sub-species used to be widespread and abundant in the Northern Tableland and
Northwest Slopes regions, from the Queensland border south to the Upper Hunter Valley.
There have only been three sightings of the bird since 1990. Altered fire regimes, the spread of weeds and exotic
grasses, grazing, cropping, mining and wild rabbits have all been blamed for the bird’s extinction.

Governments!
So many things in the media irked me recently, - not that it takes much these days. The first was that the Queensland
government, despite a former federal court ruling against the appalling Adani Carmichael coal mine on environmental
grounds on the basis that the endangered yakka skink and the ornamental snake (there is now a finch and a rare plant)
would be adversely affected by the mine, agreed to allow the mine to proceed. Three million cubic metres of sea-bed
would be dredged up from inside the World Heritage Area and dumped in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park to make
way for coal ships and the port expansion. Scientists predict this dredging would be detrimental to the Reef – something
that Queensland itself relies upon for tourism. It will also cause irreversible damage to seagrass meadows that are home
to threatened turtles and dugongs. Irrespective of the carbon dioxide emissions from the mine itself, the coal exported,
when burned, will add significantly to the world’s emissions totals.
Sir David Attenborough revisited the reef some 60 years after his first visit and personally saw the degradation and
bleaching (read: death) of coral. The programme aired on ABC TV on Sunday 10th of April and is available on iView. He
said that “Do we really care so little about the Earth on which we live that we don’t wish to protect one of its greatest
wonders from the consequences of our behaviour?” Quite clearly State and Federal governments do not but what about
locally – here in the clean-green gas-field-free Northern Rivers?
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Northern Rivers Wildlife Carers Inc.
is a network of trained
volunteers and specialists licenced
by the Office of Environment and
Heritage to rescue, rehabilitate and
release native fauna.
Donations of $2.00 and more are
tax deductible.
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